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Abstract 

 

Introduction: Inflammatory rheumatic and musculoskeletal diseases (IRMD) 

influence adversely patients' physical and psychological functioning. However, 

individuals use drives as resilient factors in order to adjust to the context of their 

disease. The aim of this study was to identify the drives that people with IRMD have 

and may help them alleviate their symptoms.  

Methods: Online questionnaires yielded a comprehensive overview of drives that were 

sorted in a card sorting task according to similarity of meaning by 53 patients with 

IRMD (51 female, 2 male; mean age 52.7 (range 27-68) years). Hierarchical cluster 

analysis (squared Euclidean distances, Ward's method) was used to obtain a structured 

overview of the drives. Perceived importance of the clusters was examined using 

repeated measures analysis of variance and the association between the severity of 

symptoms measured by Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-15) scores and the 

perceived importance of drives using multiple regression analysis. 

Results: The hierarchical structure of drives showed 40 drives, classified in four broad 

categories: Belonging, Resilience, Personal Development and A calm life. On average, 

participants perceived Belonging as the most important drive and A calm life as the 

least beneficial one. We found no association between the severity of physical 

symptoms and the perceived importance of drives. 

Conclusion: This study offers an encompassing overview of drives that may enhance 

quality of life and foster the adjustment to the disease. In clinical practice, the clusters 

of drives can be used as targets of self-management and psychological interventions 

tailored to treat people with IRMD.  

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction  

Inflammatory rheumatic and musculoskeletal diseases (IRMD), such as rheumatoid 

arthritis and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), have a major and long-lasting effect 

on the quality of life of patients (van Middendorp & Evers, 2016). Their chronic and 

progressive nature, accompanied by disabling symptoms of pain, stiffness, and 

fatigue; their need for long-term medication use with potential serious side effects; 

and their unpredictable disease course lead to patients requiring to adjust to functional 

disability, to limitations on almost all areas of daily life (such as work, leisure 

activities, and social and family life), and to a changed and uncertain future 

perspective (Overman et al., 2016; Poh et al., 2015; Nikolaus et al., 2013). In addition 

to the effect of the disease on daily life, the pathophysiological disease process itself, 

with chronic inflammatory activity, may further influence psychological functioning, 

for example, due to a direct link between inflammatory processes and depressive 

symptoms (Rathbun et al., 2013; Lorton et al., 2008). 

Literature has shed light on the manner in which patients deal with this chronic 

stressor that affects their long-term physical and psychological functioning, indicating 

a number of factors that play a significant role at the adjustment to the disease and the 

quality of life (Matcham et al., 2014; Strohal et al., 2014; Vriezekolk et al., 2010). 

One of these factors is emotion and, mostly, emotion regulation, which encompasses 

the general or situation-specific ways that individuals respond emotionally to stressful 

events (van Middendorp et al., 2005). In an influential heuristic theory, Gilbert (2010, 

2005) suggests that there are three emotion regulation systems that should be 

considered: the threat and self-protection system, the soothing and contentment 

system, and the incentive and resource-seeking system. The interaction of these 

systems reflects the influence of the brain on a person’s feelings, urges and desires. 

The focus of the current study is on the drive system. 

In particular, the drive system refers to the positive feelings that guide, motivate and 

encourage people to pursue and achieve goals and resources in order to survive and 

prosper (Gilbert, 2010, 2005). This goal-directed motivational behavior is partly 

regulated by a chemical in our brains called dopamine (Arias-Carrion & Poppel, 

2007; Ikemoto & Panksepp, 1999; Berridge & Robinson, 1998). This accomplishment 

of goals and values relies on motivational systems, such as the sense of belongingness 



(Baumeister & Leary, 1995) and the care for oneself and for the others (Bowlby, 

1969; Wang, 2005). Moreover, the pursuit of personal goals plays a significant role in 

the psychological adaptation to life with chronic pain (Affleck et al., 1998; Karoly & 

Ruehlrnan, 1996). Price and Harkins (1992) noted that although chronic pain is 

initially experienced non reflectively as an intrusion, it may eventually be processed 

more elaborately in terms of its implications for achieving personal goals. Karoly and 

Jensen (1987) argued similarly that chronic pain patients can develop self-defeating 

schemas of pain in relation to the accomplishment of cherished goals. The perception 

of pain-related factors that hinder goal progress can thus be as a critical factor in 

adapting to life with chronic pain as is the pain itself (Affleck et al., 1998). In 

particular, a qualitative study (Henriksson, 1995) revealed several common stressors 

of living with fibromyalgia, including the burden it imposes on achieving personal 

goals and the difficulty of abandoning their most cherished life plans.   

Therefore, the functional and dysfunctional regulation of the drive system in 

combination with other factors, such as cognitions and behaviours, is the focus of 

several psychological interventions (van Middendorp & Evers, 2016). In general, the 

majority of interventions that have been designed to strengthen patients’ coping 

abilities, such as self-management programs and cognitive behavioural therapy 

(CBT), emphasized improving individuals’ cognitive coping skills aiming at goal-

setting, problem-solving and modifying negative thoughts (de Ridder et al., 2008; 

Barlow et al., 2002). Nevertheless, a third generation of approaches is emerging and 

adds therapies, like Acceptance and Commitment therapy (ACT) (Vowles & 

Thompson, 2011) and Compassion Focused Therapy (CFT) (Gilbert, 1989, 2005, 

2010), to traditional cognitive–behavioural techniques (Roemer & Orsillo, 2010). 

These new psychological interventions put the importance of pursuit of goals and 

values at the center of attention. 

Hence, the importance of this study lies, firstly, in the fact that in research of 

adjustment to chronic diseases, including inflammatory rheumatic and 

musculoskeletal diseases, the main focus has traditionally been on the risk factors for 

a poor disease outcome, with far less research on resilience factors that prevent a poor 

outcome (van Middendorp & Evers, 2016).  Moreover, the lack of knowledge 

concerning the theory of the drive system and pursuit of goals in people with IRMD 

may have a negative impact on the course, action and effectiveness of research. Thus, 



trying to minimize the level of psychological burden of patients with IRMD is of high 

clinical relevance and it will aid the development and refinement of interventions 

tailored to this patient group.  Considering the lack of previous studies in drives in 

people with rheumatic diseases, an explorative study was conducted. The aim was to 

examine the drives that people with inflammatory rheumatic diseases have and help 

them alleviate their symptoms. Therefore, in our study, we examined three research 

questions. The first question was which drives they have and how these drives are 

structured in clusters and overarching categories. Secondly, we studied which of the 

drives are the most beneficial and which of them have the less impact for themselves. 

Finally, we studied whether and which categories of drives are correlated to the 

severity of the physical symptoms. Hence, we concluded to three main hypotheses. 

 

Hypotheses: 

1. We hypothesize that people with IRMD have specific drives that influence the 

course, the adjustment and the outcome of the disease. Psychological 

interventions, like Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (Vowles & 

Thompson, 2011; Vowles et al., 2011; Wicksell et al., 2008) and Compassion 

Focused Therapy (CFT) (Sirois et al., 2015; Wren et al., 2012) proven to be 

effective for chronic pain highlight the values of interpersonal relationships, 

acceptance, self-efficacy and positive feelings as vital drives.  

2. We hypothesize that the sense of belonging and the emotional support seeking 

is a considered an important drive as compared to other drives, since it is a 

interpersonal need which generates positive emotions (Baumeister & Leary, 

1995), it enhances the development of self-esteem and self-efficacy 

(Osterman, 2000) and it helps coping with stress (Bouchard, Guillemette & 

Landry- Léger, 2004) 

3. We will examine associations between the severity of symptoms and 

categories of drives without having specific hypotheses. The severity of 

physical symptoms in chronic illness and the drive system have similar 

underlying mechanisms (Gilbert, 2010, 2005; Keefe et al., 2002). 

 



 

Methods 

Procedure 

Ethical permission 

The two study protocols were approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of 

Social and Behavioural Sciences of Utrecht University (September 2019, FETC- 19-

219 and December 2019, FETC 19-274). Informed consent regarding participation in 

the study and its purposes was required for inclusion in this study and the responses 

were saved online anonymously. 

Design and data collection 

A four step procedure was used in people with inflammatory and musculoskeletal 

rheumatic diseases. First, a recruitment text was created and distributed via Facebook 

pages and Internet, accompanied with a link to the information letter, informed 

consent, and online questionnaire on LimeSurvey. In this online survey, participants 

were asked to identify the three possible factors which influence somatic symptoms: 

threats, soothers, and drives. Second, a representative set of statements from the 

recruitment texts was derived by the research group comprising the supervisor 

researcher professor and six master's students. This procedure is described in detail by 

Overgaauw (2020). The research group selected 40 threats, 40 soothers and 40 drives 

on cards. Third, another group of participants with rheumatic diseases sorted the 

statements according to similarity of meaning in a card-sorting task. They also put 

these cards in order of perceived importance of the drives. Fourth, a hierarchical 

cluster analyses was used to get a structured overview of outcomes unbiased by 

subjective interpretations of researchers. 

For the first part, the data collection was conducted by sending brief recruitment texts 

to sites of patient associations and posting messages on Facebook pages. The 

recruitment texts were sent with a link to the information letter, informed consent, and 

online questionnaire on LimeSurvey. The original text was in English, but I conducted 

a forward and backward translation in Greek, since the first phase of the study also 

aimed at Greek participants. 



In the card sorting task phase, Dutch participants sorted the threats, soothers and 

drives derived from the recruitment texts. The task was sent by post to the homes of 

the patients including an information sheet giving participants the instructions to 

complete the task. Participants were asked to group cards with threats, soothers and 

drives according to similarity of meaning on separate piles. The following rules 

applied: all categories had to be placed in a pile; each statement could be placed in 

one pile only; each pile could contain 2–25 threats, soothers or drives; and 4–12 piles 

could be formed. Occasional missing values or items sorted twice were put on 

separate 1-item “piles”, which occurred with 6 participants concerning 9 items in 

total. The participants were asked to give the piles a label that could be used by the 

researchers to interpret the sorting. They wrote their sorting threats, soothers and 

drives on sheets and returned their answers to the researchers by post. In the second 

task, participants were asked to individually sort the selected threats, soothers and 

drives into five categories of importance ranging from ‘least important’ (1) to ‘most 

important’ (5) threat, soother and drive. The categories had to be equally allocated to 

the five categories of importance. This way of prioritizing was used to stimulate 

participants to think about differences in importance.  

Translation 

The recruitment text and the online survey aimed at Greek participants. Therefore, a 

translation of the recruitment text and the online questionnaire, including the 

information letter, the informed consent and the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-

15) was conducted. Translation of the recruitment text and the online survey was 

performed according to internationally accepted guidelines previously published 

(Guillemin et al., 1993, Beaton et al., 2000, Wild et al., 2005). The process involves 

three main steps: a) forward translation, from English to Greek language performed 

by me. b) backward translation of the final Greek version into English by one English 

native speaker that was fluent in Greek. At this point, the new English version was 

compared to the original one and any discrepancies created were resolved by revising 

the original Greek version. c) Final version of the questionnaire was achieved after 

backward and forward translations between the revised Greek version and the original 

English version until no discrepancies were found. 

Instruments 



In the online survey, participants provided demographic data. They also revealed 

information concerning the type of rheumatic disease and the person who gave them 

the diagnosis. Finally, three open questions referring to the threats, soothers and 

drives were included. Participants also completed the Greek version of the 15-item 

Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-15) (Hyphantis et al., 2014) used for the 

assessment of the severity of somatic symptoms (Kroenke, Spitzer & Williams, 2002). 

 

Participants 

For the first part of the study, the sample consisted of people of the general population 

with persistent physical symptoms. The recruitment of participants was held by 

distributing a recruitment text through sites of patient associations and posting 

messages on Facebook pages. After being informed, signing for informed consent was 

the only way to open the questionnaire. The only selection criterion was to be 18 and 

more years old and to experience symptoms of pain, fatigue or other somatic 

symptoms for a long period of time. Respondents provided demographics (age, 

gender, education, marital status, and nationality), were asked to specify the type of 

their rheumatic disease and the person who diagnosed it, and filled out the PHQ-15 

questionnaire. Responses were collected anonymously. The final number of the 

sample was 278 participants. 

 

Data analysis 

For the first research question, hierarchical cluster analysis in IBM SPSS statistical 

software version 24.0 (SPSS) was used to derive the clusters of drives that were 

individually sorted by the participants during the card sorting task according to 

similarity of meaning. In cluster analysis, the cells of the input matrix of drives 

comprised the number of times that two drives were not sorted in the same pile. 

Squared Euclidean distances were computed between each pair of outcomes and 

Ward's method was used to derive the hierarchical structure of outcomes. The final 

number of clusters was set by the members of the project group guided by the 

dendrogram and the agglomeration schedule produced by the statistical software 

program showing which statements were being combined at each stage of the 



hierarchical clustering process. The main criterion to decide on the number of clusters 

was that the distinct clusters should reflect groups of drives with a meaning that 

distinguishes them from other clusters. Thus, the drives that were closest or similar to 

each other—in terms of Euclidean distance—were sought and grouped in a cluster. 

The research group gave names to the clusters.  

For the second question, Cronbach α was used to test the reliability of each cluster. 

Moreover, the mean perceived importance was calculated for the distinct clusters and 

we used descriptive statistics in order to examine the mean of the clusters. Repeated 

measures analysis of variance using General linear model was also used to compare 

the clusters. 

Finally, for the third research question, in order to test the associations between drives 

clusters and severity of somatic symptoms derived from PHQ-15 questionnaire, 

multiple regression analyses were performed. Firstly, we examined the correlation of 

all drives clusters with PHQ-15 scores and, secondly, each cluster independently.  

Age was added as a covariate, because it was significantly associated with PHQ-15 

scores. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Results 

Demographics 

The number of participants who agreed to participate in the card sorting task was 111 

and 55 of them were people with rheumatic and musculoskeletal disease. Two 

participants were excluded, because they did not have scores. Therefore, the final 

number of participants was 53. Information regarding demographic and clinical 

characteristics is presented per sample in Table 1. The majority of participants in both 

samples were women. 

 

Table 1  

Demographical and clinical characteristics of the participants. The sample of 53 people 

represents the number of people who conducted the card sorting task and have an 

inflammatory rheumatic and musculoskeletal diseases. 

 

Sample with 

(inflammatory) 

rheumatic and 

musculoskeletal 

disease  

(n = 53) 

Gender, n (%) 

Female 

Male 

 

51 (96.2%) 

2 (3.8%) 

Mean age in years (min-max), SD 52.7 (27-68),  9.1 

Civil status 

Married or partnership 

Single 

Divorced 

Other 

 

39 

5 

6 

3 

Education 

Higher education 

 

26 



Middle/lower education 23 

Diagnosis 

Osteoarthritis 

 

33 

Fibromyalgia  33 

Rheumatoid arthritis 11 

Osteoarthritis2 11 

Systemic lupus erythematosus 

(SLE) 
2 

Chronic fatigue syndrome / 

Myalgic encephalomyelitis 
7 

Burn out - 

Irritable bowel syndrome 30 

Somatoform - 

Migraine 7 

Headache 2 

Body pain 15 

Lung 8 

Diabetes 6 

Skin 12 

Cancer 4 

Heart 3 

Obesity 9 

Kidney 2 

Psychiatric 6 

Other 40 

Diagnosed by 

Specialist 

Family physician 

Health professional 

 

52 

1 

- 

Mean years since diagnosis (min-

max) 

 

13.9 (1-47) 

(SD) 12.0 

 



 

Card sorting task 

A list of 40 drives was derived from the online survey. The number of sorted piles 

varied from four to seven across the participants. A dendrogram with the outcome of 

hierarchical cluster analyses is shown in Appendix. The solution with four clusters 

was chosen in order to reach an acceptable value for the Cronbach’s α of the 

perceived importance of items within each cluster and, so, each cluster reflects the 

meaning of the drives.  

So, according to a schematic representation of the dendrogram with the outcome of 

hierarchical cluster analyses shown in Fig. 1, the drive categories are divided into four 

broad clusters: the first cluster Belonging, referring to social support and the 

importance of being part of a group, the second cluster Resilience, referring to 

positive emotions as coping mechanism, the third cluster Personal development, 

referring to alterations in quality of life, and the fourth cluster A calm life, referring to 

the relaxed way of life that people with ΙRMD wish to have. Cronbach’s alpha was 

used to test the reliability of each cluster. These coefficients are much lower than, for 

instance, the Cronbach’s alpha obtained in questionnaires due to the forced sorting 

procedure. The reliability coefficient should be close to .6 in order to have a high 

enough internal consistency. However, according to Field (2014), Cronbach’s alpha 

close to .5 is also sufficient. For the first cluster, α= .55, for the second cluster α= .60, 

for the third cluster α= .56 and for the fourth cluster α= .57. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the hierarchical structure of drive clusters. The content of 

the items was abbreviated.  

 

 

 

Drives

Belonging

be loved

be with a loved one

being understood

Resilience

be in a good mood

think positive

be happy

being at peace

move forward

accept myself

strengthen selfesteem

accept body

live in harmony

respect boundaries

Personal Development

good quality of life

adequate healthcare

be independent

develop as a person

A calm life

not doing anything

having no aspirations

take care of an animal



 

 

 

 

Perceived importance 

Repeated measures analysis of variance (GLM) showed a significant main effect for 

the difference between categories. The partial eta squared reflected a large effect size 

(partial η² = .55, F = 18.7) (Cohen, 1988 as cited in Ellis, 2010). Posthoc analyses 

showed that the first cluster of Belonging was the most important drive (M = 3.65, SD 

= .90), followed by the third cluster, Personal development (M = 3.35, SD = .57) and 

the second cluster Resilience (M = 3.44, SD = .83). The fourth cluster of A calm life 

was measured as the least important drive (M = 2.39, SD = .78). Fig. 2 shows the 

mean values of the perceived importance of clusters. The fourth cluster differs from 

the other three clusters and the error variance of cluster 4 does not overlap with any 

other variance (p < .05). The standard deviations show that there were considerable 

individual differences between the importance attached to the four drive clusters. 

 

 



Fig. 2. The mean importance of drives as perceived by participants (with standard error of 

measurement). The lowest possible score is 1 (least important) and the highest possible score 

is 5 (most important). 

 

Drives and the severity of physical symptoms 

A multiple regression analysis was performed to assess the association between the 

severity of physical symptoms measured with PHQ-15 and the drive categories. We 

also computed the correlation between the PHQ scores and three demographic 

variables: age, gender and education. We found a significant association only between 

age and PHQ scores (p < .05) and, for this reason, age was used as a covariate at the 

final regression analyses.  

According to the results presented in table 2, two models were identified. In the first 

model, age was not added as covariate, whereas in the second one, age was included. 

In model one, we found no significant association between the drive categories and 

the PHQ-15 scores [F (4, 42) = 0.20, p = .94]. However, there was a significant 

association between the PHQ-15 scores and age, when the latter was added as a 

covariate [F (1, 41) = 4.42, p = .42], since people in a younger age experience a 

deterioration of physical symptoms. The results of multiple regression analysis are 

presented in table 2.  

Finally, regression analyses were conducted to measure the association between the 

scores derived from the PHQ-15 and each drive category independently. We did not 

find any association between the two variables in model one, whereas, in model two, 

there was a significant correlation after controlling for the age. Thus, according to our 

results, Belonging [F (1, 44) = 4.12, p = .05], Resilience [F (1, 44) = 4.45, p = .04], 

Personal development [F (1, 44) = 4.51, p = .04] and A calm life [F (1, 44) = 4.24, p = 

.05].  

 

Table 2. Regression analyses of the association between the severity of somatic symptoms 

and drives without (Model 1) and with (Model 2) age included. 

 Severity of somatic symptoms (PHQ-15) 



Drives 

Model 1 
b 

Standard 

Error (s.e.) 
β t Sig 

Belonging .455 .806 .090 .564 .575 

Resilience -.456 1.337 -.057 -.341 .735 

Personal 

Development 

 

-.436 .899 -.079 -.485 .630 

A calm life .085 .992 .015 .086 .932 

  

Model 2 b 
Standard 

Error (s.e.) 
β t Sig 

Belonging .250 .781 .049 .320 .750 

Resilience -.923 1.305 -.116 -.707 .483 

Personal 

development 
-.698 .874 -.127 -.799 .429 

A calm life .355 .976 -.061 -.363 .718 

Age  -.165 .078 -.320 -2.102 .042* 

      

 

* p < .05. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Discussion  

Individuals with inflammatory rheumatic and musculoskeletal diseases (IRMD) face a 

variety of daily and ongoing stressors, including pain and functional limitations, 

which require coping strategies in order to enhance their quality of life and alleviate 

their physical symptoms (Gignac, Cott, & Badley, 2000). The aim of the current study 

was to examine the drives that people with IRMD have as resilient factors. Forty 

drives were identified and they were classified in four broad categories including 

Belonging, Resilience, Personal development and A calm life. Living a clam life was 

considered the least important drive. Individual differences regarding preferred drives 

were large.  

 

In general, according to classical theories of stress and coping, functional disability 

caused by IRMD may pose a stressor that requires the initiation of coping actions 

(Folkman & Moskowitz, 2004; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). The successful activation 

of drives could be a key element of adjustment to living with IRMD. Our study adds 

to previous theories (Affleck et al., 1998; Karoly & Ruehlrnan, 1996) by offering a 

comprehensive overview of forty specific drives stemmed from an online survey 

among people with persistent physical symptoms. The drives were organized in four 

broader clusters. The first cluster, Belonging, includes drives like being understood 

and be loved, underlying the sense of belongingness, supported by Baumeister and 

Leary’s (1995) belongingness hypothesis. According to the hypothesis, human beings 

have a pervasive drive to form and maintain at least a minimum quantity of lasting, 

positive, and significant interpersonal relationships. This interpersonal need has such 

a strong motivational power, since it generates positive emotions, such as joy, bliss 

and love (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). We labeled the second cluster Resilience, as it 

consists of drives like think positive, accept myself and be happy. It refers to emotions 

and cognitive appraisals that people with IRMD have as a motivation of adjustment to 

the disease (van Middendorp & Evers, 2016). The third cluster named as Personal 

development, indicates the need of people with IRMD to achieve a better quality of 

life and their personal autonomy, since the disease causes a decline in their quality of 

life (Woolf & Xeger, 2003). Finally, A calm life reflects the creation of peaceful 

conditions in life and the absence of intense physical activity, since the latter is a 

source of discomfort (Dupond, 2011). Individuals with IRMD experience excessive 



energy expenditure, deficient energy production, or inadequate recovery (Dupond, 

2011). 

 

Concerning the second research question, we found that the ratings of the importance 

within the clusters showed large individual differences and Belonging was selected as 

the most important drive. This drive comprises not only the sense of belongingness, 

but also the quality of social support and emotional support by significant others 

(Matcham et al., 2015). Our findings are consistent with previous research supporting 

the value of belongingness and social support in IRMD. Good quality social support 

has shown to protect against psychological distress and increase in physical symptoms 

(Sturgeon et al., 2016; Geenen et al., 2012; Walker et al., 1999). It has also been 

shown that problematic, unwanted, or stressful relationships lead to increased distress, 

higher symptom levels, and increased inflammatory activity in rheumatic diseases, 

thus indicating that the quality of social support is particularly important (Sturgeon et 

al, 2016; Matcham et al., 2015; Nikolaus et al., 2013). Nevertheless, there is mixed 

evidence regarding whether emotional support seeking is associated with better or 

poorer adjustment in individuals with chronic illness (McCombie et al., 2013; 

Pellissier et al., 2010; Schussler, 1992). 

Resilience and personal development had a similar score that does not diverge 

significantly from the first cluster. In general, acceptance and self-efficacy have been 

shown to generally protect against psychological distress and increase in physical 

symptoms (Sturgeon et al, 2016; Geenen et al., 2012; Walker et al., 1999). Positive 

emotions seem to buffer the relationship between pain and negative emotions (Strand 

et al., 2006) and are associated with decreased pain intensity, measured over 

subsequent days or weeks (Zautra, Johnson & Davis, 2005). Individuals who report 

being optimistic or accepting of their pain show increased resilience to pain, and are 

less likely (than pessimistic and non-accepting patients) to have high levels of 

physical dysfunction in the early stages of the disease (Pinto-Gouveia, Costa & 

Marôco, 2015; Treharne et al., 2005). Similarly, feelings of self-efficacy and 

confidence in one’s ability to manage ongoing physical symptoms are predictive of 

reduced pain, increased goal achievement, and improved quality of life (Knittle et al., 

2011). 

 



Finally, living a calm and relaxing life was the drive that got the least priority and the 

difference in importance with the other three drives was significant. This finding 

deviates from a previous body of evidence showing that resting and sleep act usually 

as revitalizing components of physical symptoms, like fatigue (Dupond, 2011). In 

general, fatigue is a frequent constitutional symptom reported by patients with IRMD 

(Overman et al., 2016) that reduces physical performance and it is partly attributed to 

an abnormality of sleep physiology (Mahowald & Mahowald, 2000). It is also 

induced by muscle activity that is relieved by resting the affected muscle(s) 

(Mahowald & Mahowald, 2000). McCracken & Iverson (2002) also suggested that 

disrupted sleep and rest predict impaired daily functioning and physical symptoms 

independent of pain that is one of the pivotal physical symptoms. 

 

As for the third research question, we did not find an association between the drives 

and the severity of physical symptoms. This finding is not consistent with the 

previous literature, according to which, the severity of physical symptoms in chronic 

illness and the drive system have similar underlying mechanisms. The 

biopsychosocial model provides a systems perspective on the mechanisms underlying 

the severity of physical symptoms. The model suggests that the pain and disability 

experienced by people having IRMD is not only affected by underlying biological 

factors, but also by psychological and social factors (Keefe et al., 2002). Similarly,  

the drive system is a part of Gilbert’s model of affect regulation (Gilbert, 2010, 2005), 

according to which, all individuals, independently to their condition, are 

fundamentally driven towards basic biopsychosocial goals and motives (e.g., defense, 

resource-seeking, affiliation) that are crucial to accomplish the ultimate goals of any 

living organism: survival and reproductive success. The fact that a relationship was 

not found in the current study is perhaps fully explained by the forced sorting 

procedure in which participants had to sort the 40 cards across five piles. Thus, even 

someone who is very motivated by all drives had to put many cards on the less 

important piles and a person without drives still had to indicate which drives were the 

most important.  

 

Since our study breaks new ground in the indication of resilient factors that may 

alleviate physical symptoms, its implications for clinical practice are significant. 

Previous literature documented the efficacy of the third generation approaches for 



people with IRMD, by identifying the resilient factors, identical to the drives that we 

found, by focusing on inner motivational systems towards the accomplishment of a 

cherished goal (van Middendorp & Evers, 2016).  These interventions have 

contributed to an amelioration of symptoms, psychological well-being, and daytime 

functioning complaints by reducing the stress reaction. For instance, Acceptance and 

Commitment Therapy (ACT) (Vowles & Thompson, 2011; Vowles et al., 2011; 

Wicksell et al., 2008) and Compassion Focused Therapy (CFT) (Sirois et al., 2015; 

Wren et al., 2012) can foster adaptive responses to the perceived setbacks and 

shortcomings that people experience in the context of living with a chronic illness. 

Thus, our findings could help to recommend treatment strategies that are designed to 

signify the value of achievement of desired goals and the content of specific goals. 

A few limitations of this study should be noted. Firstly, only part of the people 

approached enrolled in the study, which probably reflects a selection bias in the 

direction of highly motivated individuals. Nevertheless, 53 participants were left for 

main analysis, which is enough in this kind of analyses. Another limitation is that we 

measured mostly the physical symptoms by distributing the PHQ-15 questionnaire 

and, hence, the evaluation of psychological symptoms was not taken into 

consideration.  

 

In conclusion, in this study, the value of personal drives in psychological adaptation 

to life with IRMD has been comprehensively described. Our findings shed light on the 

theory of the drive system and pursuit of goals in people with IRMD by giving an 

overview of and supporting the existence of specific drives included in four broad 

categories. Despite some limitations, our study contributes to the growing awareness 

of the resilient factors as the main focus of psychological interventions. Nonetheless, 

a strong need remains for a comprehensive integrative framework to foster and guide 

research and development of much needed effective interventions. Further research 

may focus on incorporating the drives into personalized interventions and measuring 

the treatment outcome and, so, potentially modify the chronic illness experience. 
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Appendix 

 



Figure. Dendrogram showing the sorting of drive variables 

The dendrogram shows the cluster solution. The X axis represents the stage of hierarchies 

which enables the identification and classification of clusters. The Y axis presents the number 

and the meaning of each item.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


